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i have used lucis pro for almost ten years. it is a superb program that i still find
useful. with this program, you can create and save your own signature presets
and as a pro, the possibilities are endless. it is so easy to do just what you want,
that it almost becomes a game. the only trouble with the stand alone version is
that it does not have any of the built in features of the professional version. you
cannot use it as a filter or even save it as a preset. the stand alone version is
useful if you only want to create a signature or in a pinch, but it is not a
replacement for the professional version. it has always been an option to
purchase the stand alone version, but it is now sold out. the good news is that the
software has been purchased by image content technology llc. i am not sure if
the stand alone version will be updated, but i would contact them and ask. i
would also suggest signing up for the newsletter on the lucis pro website. this
way you will be notified of any new software. also, the updated version of the
software is being released soon and there is a new website for it. it is a good
thing that the software is being released again. now if you want a signature, you
can create a preset using the signature settings. update 080720: the software
has been released again. i am not sure about the stand alone version, but i would
suggest signing up for the newsletter to see what is up. you can get the stand
alone version at if you use a version prior to 6.0.9, you will need to download the
update from the same link. i hope this helps anyone that may be having troubles
getting it. you can also contact me and i can probably get you the software. the
cost is about $300, but that is less than the cost of some of the professional
programs. want to see more signature looks? check out some of my other
signature blogs: how to design signature looks, how to design signature looks part
2, how to design signature looks part 3. ive also written a lot about using lucis pro
in my digital lady syd blogs. check out my online photo school, digital lady syd.
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once again, the colors were not changed much in this case, but they were
changed just a little bit. you will notice that the colors and lighting changed

dramatically just a bit. the other thing that is noticeable is that the edges are
blurred a little bit. you can adjust this by going back into the lucis pro dialog box
and changing the settings. the first thing i changed was the gaussian blur setting
to 20. the next thing to adjust is the smooth factor (smooth detail setting). i set
this to 2. you can play with this and get a very nice effect. here is a link to the

image with the settings: one final side note, the lucis tools are very easy to use. i
find it very easy to create some beautiful, artistic effects. i think that if you want

to use a lot of creative tools, then this program is for you. updated blog as of
8/10/18 due to bad links and inaccurate info. i was going to take a break from

posting this week, but felt i had to share what is going on with the lucis pro 6.0.9
plug-in a nice short video on the plug-in has been added called lucis basics if you

are interested in what it is actually doing to your image. it works fine in
photoshop cc 2015.5 and cs6. i have not tried other versions of photoshop, but i
believe it would work fine. i am finding i use this plug-in a lot sometimes at just a

very low layer opacity to sharpen up details and it can reduce noise in one
particular noisy channel. this image of the flagler kenon pavilion at the flagler
museum in palm beach used their technique #8 to get this result. instead of

desaturating this image, nik silver efex pro 2 high structure (smooth) preset was
applied as is. on a duplicate layer, lucis pro 6 was applied using these settings:
mix with original image 57/43 and enhance 83. duplicated the layer again and
applied lucis pro 6 again with these settings: mix with original image 47/53 and

enhance 123. a hue/saturation adjustment layer was added on top and set to hue
187, saturation 8, and lightness -7 with the colorize box checked. this is all that

was done to get the really nice sketch effect. recently i created a blog called
digital lady syd reviews lucis pro 6.9 (now affordable!) which shows a few more

examples of the wonderful effects this plug-in can produce. 5ec8ef588b
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